Frameless Modular Way-Finding System

- Frameless elegant look
- 2 endcaps + 2 profiles frame
- 4-sided extrusion frame
- Paper inserts / rigid graphic substrates
- Standard paper sizes
- Easy to update
Vista Sharp is by far the most innovative flat, frameless and sleek looking indoor signage system.

It is ideal for any specification, for either small or large projects.

The system offers wall and door frames, directories, flag signs, suspended signs, table and pylon signs - so the entire space remains cohesive and elegant in its simplicity.

A sharp and frameless look makes it a perfect candidate to blend in with any commercial or business environment.

Vista Sharp offers two versions to the frames that are designed to display graphic content in two basic ways: paper graphic inserts, or rigid graphic substrates (such as D-Bond / X-Bond).

A frame built by 2 aluminum extrusions and 2 end caps (aluminum / plastic).

This type of frame comes in the following sizes: A7, A6, A5, A4, Letter, 11, A3, and the maximum recommended length for these signs is 420mm.
4-sided extrusion frame built from the same aluminum extrusion cut to a 45° angle.

This type of frame comes in the following sizes: A6, A5, A4, Letter, 11", A3, 14", 400, 420, 17", 500, 22", 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000mm, and the maximum recommended length for these signs is 1000mm.

Vista Sharp signs are very easy to update. Graphic changes are fast and easy.

Vista Sharp frames can be mounted on the wall using standard screws, double sided tape or silicone glue.

Vista’s variety of signs, models, sizes and modularity are now enhanced by the new Vista Sharp. Once again, Vista System surprises by thinking outside the box.

1. All measurements in Vista Sharp chapter refer to insert size
Wall Frames
Vista Sharp offers 2 versions of wall mounted frames: A perimeter frame built from the same aluminum extrusion cut to 45°, and a frame that includes 2 end caps. Whatever your choice is, this series sharp and frameless look, makes it a perfect candidate to blend in with any commercial or business environment.
Directories

Wall directory signs are one of the best solutions for directional purposes and/or at-site entrances to increase visibility and orientation for hotels, schools, hospitals, shopping malls, office buildings, universities, airports, etc. Installation and graphic changes in Vista Sharp directories are fast and easy.
Suspended Signs

Vista Sharp suspended signs are mostly applied as hallway wayfinding signs. The system is lightweight and available in a variety of sizes. With their frameless and sleek look Sharp suspended signs are ideal for any indoor specification.
Flag Signs
Vista Sharp’s double sided, projecting signs provide extra visibility thanks to their location on the wall and their clean frameless design. They are very good at attracting the public’s attention and ideal for displaying important directional or instructional information.
Pylon Signs
Vista Sharp double sided pylons are built from a whole, double sided frame, held upright by 2 designed, elegant legs. This elegant type of sign can accept several graphic substrates, including D-bond panels, Magnetic "papers" and more. Its frameless look emphasizes the content of the graphics, which helps delivering the message clearly, making it a great choice for showrooms, lobbies, office buildings etc.
Table Stands

Vista Sharp's table stands come in two versions, one that includes end caps, and another with a "Full frame" that includes a stylish aluminum extrusion (cut to a 45 angle). This type of sign will be often used to hold any content relevant for counters, bars or tables such as title and name at a working station, instructions or special information.